
Transport 
Rego/Road User Charges – The UK introduced a tiered road tax scheme based on the level 
of emissions for the vehicle, thus, the annual charge for a large engine vehicle emitting 
more green house gases were charged more than vehicles emitting less grams per km.  
Introducing such an approach in NZ would educate the vehicle owning public about the level 
of emissions produced by different types of vehicle and provide an economic incentive to 
move to lower emitting vehicles. 
 
Vehicle Efficiency Information – all vehicles sold either second hand or new are 
accompanied by information about their fuel efficiency.  To further educate the public when 
making their purchasing decision, in addition to the fuel efficiency of their vehicle, the 
emissions performance of their vehicle should be additional mandatory information. 
 
Electrification – No standard has been set for the type of charging infrastructure used in 
New Zealand and therefore we have vehicles from Japan, Europe and elsewhere and thus, 
every possible charging type option.  Rather than a free market approach, a standard should 
be defined to set which types of charging must be supported by EV charging infrastructure. 
 
Electricity generation 
Geo thermal – these power plants generate harmful emissions at the same level as Huntly 
burning coal, a target for renewable energy generation needs to be mandated and any 
Generator not achieving this target penalised.  Currently, the power companies have an 
incentive to maintain the status que and hamper the introduction of a distributed means of 
generation such as solar.  Rather than centralised power stations distributing power via a 
national grid at risk from earth quake or other natural disaster, the Government should 
introduce a Feed in Tariff to incentivise the uptake of solar generation. 
 
Housing 
Multi-function zoning – in Europe residential dwellings are accompanied by retail, etc, 
meaning that people live close to amenities, services, doctors, dentists, restaurants, etc.  
Thus, by changing from purely industrial zoning or residential zoning to multi-zoning 
approach to town planning, the need for transport of any form is reduced and walking, 
cycling, etc represents a realistic option as those services are closer by. 
 
Energy efficiency performance – whilst we have efficiency labelling for appliances and fuel 
efficiency information about vehicles we have no such labelling or assessment of building 
performance.  In the UK all properties put on sale have to provide a current and potential 
energy efficiency rating with recommendations for closing the gap between current and 
potential.  Without clear information about the performance of a home for example, the 
consumer has no way of knowing what level of energy will be required by the home 
compared with another.  With such information being available to the market, energy 
efficient dwellings will have a higher market value than lower ones, placing a value on 
energy efficiency rather than properties being judged on their state of repair and 
appearance, but also performance. 
 
NZ Building Code – Dwellings in New Zealand rely on a technology or building science dating 
from the 1950s adopting many superseded practices.  Overseas countries have 



incrementally improved or increased the level of their building codes to enforce higher 
building standards with respect to airtightness, moisture management, health & comfort, 
energy consumption, etc.  So much so that the PassivHaus standard was recognised as a 
means to achieve the move to net zero energy building set down by the EU.  Currently the 
NZ Building Code the legal minimum standard and unfortunately is now very much behind 
these standards set for buildings overseas, e.g. PassivHaus standard is 10x better than the 
NZ Building Code.  A stepped improvement of the building code would lead ultimately to 
more energy efficient buildings being built.  A first step could be the introduction of an 
airtightness standard within the building code.  Other steps could that can be made with 
little or no cost include, mandatory recessing of windows rather than on the edge of 
buildings has a demonstrated improvement of 20%+ to the performance of the window, i.e. 
simply moving a window into the frame in line with wall insulation reducing thermal 
bridging and delivers a 20% performance gain.  Many of these practices require no research 
by BRANZ, simply the adoption of overseas practice. 
Building Consent Charging – when properties are constructed to higher standards of 
performance the charging by local Councils remains unchanged despite the long term 
benefits in health, comfort, productivity, energy efficiency and reduced emissions.  To 
provide an incentive to improve performance of buildings, buildings built to the legal 
minimum could be charged more and as the performance of the building designed improves 
the charges reduce.  The approach could be a net zero gain, in other words the additional 
charges earned from building to the lowest legal standard could be equal to the reduction in 
fees as the performance of the building improves. 
 
Retrofit – many of the improvements to housing are easier to incorporate when the building 
is designed from new, however, as the majority of the building stock has poor performance, 
the proposal to improvement insulation is commendable, but should be done so in 
conjunction with moisture management mechanisms such as internal membranes that 
prevent air movement but enable moisture to exit the building, incentives could be provide 
for replacement double glazed windows (provided they are recessed mounted) and the 
introduction of balanced ventilation/heat recovery systems. 


